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Till now there is no intelligible explanation of purpose and origin of dolmens. 

The Origin dolmen, namely, the way of building is presented in my hypothesis about an origin 
of Black sea. The hypothesis about an origin of Black sea is published in magazine Eastern 
European Scientific Journal №6 2013г. According to a hypothesis dolmens were under 
construction on a coastal strip of the sea. Seasonal and tidal fluctuations of a sea level allowed 
to  use  for  construction  dolmens  elevating  force  of  water  -  force  Аrchimed.  Heavy  designs  
dolmens moved, rose on height with use of levers or floating pontoons from trees or a reed. 

For what have been intended dolmens. Now opinions are resulted, that dolmens are intended 
for communication with space, for sacrifices, for religions, for a burial place died, etc. is not 
resulted any version connected with practical application dolmens. For the sake of what 
purpose huge efforts by primitive people for erection dolmens were made? Especially, 
primitive people were in conditions of an extreme survival, constant struggle for a life. 

According to an offered hypothesis, in conditions of constant struggle for a life, dolmen had 
huge practical value for primitive people especially in a winter season. Dolmens were used for 
storage  of  foodstuff  of  an  animal  and  a  phytogenesis  extracted  in  summertime of  year.  The  
aperture in dolmen intended for loading and extraction of products. The aperture in dolmen 
was closed by a fuse. The backlash between a fuse and an aperture was adjusted. The 
backlash allowed smells to leave from food outside. A smell peep involved wild animals ruled 
with famine during winter time. The high arrangement of overlapping dolmen allowed 
primitive hunters to settle down safely there for hunting on approached an animal. Hunters 
from absolutely close distance, from above, spears or large stones could kill the approached 
animal. The killed animal became easy extraction of primitive hunters. Such way of hunting 
and actually stocks of the foodstuffs allowed primitive people to go through severe hungry 
winter. Massive designs dolmens did not allow animals to destroy dolmen in absence of 
people and thus to keep food stocks. Will agree, for the sake of such practical application it 
was necessary to erect dolmens. Dolmens were the mortgage of a survival of primitive people. 

According to a hypothesis about an origin of Black sea the sea level during winter time was 
below what  in  years  on  20-40м,  therefore  in  the  winter  дольмен was  on  a  land,  i.e.  it  was  
quite suitable for storage of products.  



The inquisitive reader can have a question, that an aperture of dolmen not sufficient that 
through it the person inside could get. To answer it is possible so: the aperture, is measured, 
executed by the small size for restriction of access of people and animals. Quite probably, that 
abuse to get inside dolmen, the juvenile son of the leader of a tribe has been awarded.  

 Designs of dolmen are executed without backlashes for preservation of supplies and their 
protection against fine rodents and so forth. 
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